**EME2040: Introduction to Educational Technology**

**DESCRIPTION**

Explore the potential of the latest productivity and collaborative tools (Google Doc, etc.), create interactive Web2.0 media presentations, search academic databases and learn to effectively share your accomplishments via the World Wide Web.

The course also encompasses topics such as: mobile learning, emerging technologies, media literacy and ethics. Finally, EME2040 provides an excellent opportunity to establish your digital identity and professional presence though ePortfolio and social media.

**PREQUISITES**

>> NONE

**ESTABLISH DIGITAL IDENTITY**

>> Promote social-media presence
>> Create a LinkedIn profile
>> Build an ePortfolio
>> Master self-promotion through media

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT:**
education.ufl.edu/educational-technology

**CONTACT THE PROGRAM COORDINATOR:**
Bojan Lazarevic at blazarevic@coe.ufl.edu